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1. INTRODUCTION
Eye﻿tracking﻿can﻿reveal﻿objective﻿and﻿quantifiable﻿information﻿about﻿the﻿quality,﻿predictability,﻿and﻿








duration,﻿ amplitude,﻿ pupil﻿ dilation﻿ (Krejtz﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2018).﻿ Studies﻿ have﻿ shown﻿ that﻿ the﻿ size﻿ of﻿ the﻿
pupil﻿diameter﻿correlates﻿with﻿the﻿task﻿complexity﻿(Kosch﻿et﻿al.﻿2018)﻿enabling﻿the﻿use﻿of﻿pupillary﻿
behavior﻿as﻿biomarkers﻿of﻿mental﻿workload﻿when﻿completing﻿a﻿task.﻿Several﻿studies﻿(Gehrer﻿et﻿al.﻿
2018;﻿Jayawardena﻿et﻿al.﻿2020)﻿have﻿ incorporated﻿eye﻿ tracking﻿ to﻿obtain﻿ insights﻿ into﻿underlying﻿
covert﻿processes.﻿As﻿a﻿standard﻿practice﻿in﻿the﻿community,﻿upon﻿successful﻿completion﻿of﻿the﻿study,﻿
performance﻿of﻿users﻿is﻿measured,﻿traditional﻿positional﻿gaze﻿metrics﻿and﻿advanced﻿gaze﻿metrics﻿are﻿
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AOIs﻿in﻿the﻿space﻿to﻿generate﻿AOI-mapped﻿gaze﻿locations.﻿For﻿instance,﻿Tobii﻿Pro﻿Studio﻿eye﻿tracking﻿






















We﻿utilize﻿ the﻿ extraction﻿of﻿dynamic﻿AOI-mapped﻿eye﻿movement﻿data﻿using﻿our﻿ eye﻿movement﻿
processing﻿ framework﻿ RAEMAP﻿ (Jayawardena﻿ 2020),﻿ designed﻿ to﻿ analyze﻿ traditional﻿ positional﻿
gaze﻿measurements﻿as﻿well﻿as﻿advanced﻿eye﻿gaze﻿measurements﻿in﻿real﻿time.﻿The﻿advanced﻿gaze﻿
measurements﻿ include﻿ gaze﻿ transition﻿ entropy﻿ (Krejtz﻿ et﻿ al.﻿ 2015),﻿ and﻿ complex﻿ pupillometry﻿
measurements﻿such﻿as﻿the﻿index﻿of﻿pupillary﻿activity﻿(IPA)﻿(Duchowski﻿et﻿al.﻿2018;﻿Duchowski﻿et﻿
al.﻿2020).﻿The﻿architecture﻿of﻿this﻿pipeline﻿is﻿shown﻿in﻿Figure﻿1.
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Figure 1. The Architecture of the RAEMAP (Jayawardena 2020). The API distributes tasks among the nodes using Message Passing 
Interface (MPI). Each node hosts an instance of the RAEMAP providing the functionality to extract raw gaze data, along with parallel 
processing of process and graph steps. The Process step calculate fixations, fixations in AOIs, saccade amplitudes, saccade 
duration, and IPA, whereas graph step generate visualizations. MPI gather function facilitates the aggregation of calculated eye 
gaze metrics in collate step, which provides data for statistical analysis in stats step.
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where﻿Lcls﻿ is﻿ the﻿classification﻿ loss﻿and﻿Lbox﻿ is﻿ the﻿bounding-box﻿ loss.﻿Lmask﻿ is﻿ the﻿average﻿binary﻿
cross-entropy﻿ loss,﻿and﻿ it﻿allows﻿ the﻿network﻿ to﻿generate﻿masks﻿for﻿every﻿class﻿without﻿having﻿a﻿
competition﻿among﻿classes.
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R-CNN﻿ and﻿ YOLOv3﻿ models﻿ are﻿ different.﻿ The﻿ YOLOv3﻿ object﻿ detector﻿ returns﻿ the﻿ bounding﻿





















(1)﻿ the﻿eye﻿camera,﻿and﻿(2)﻿ the﻿scene﻿camera.﻿Participants﻿were﻿presented﻿with﻿ the﻿ twelve﻿video﻿
segments﻿sequentially﻿in﻿uncompressed﻿at﻿(352×288)﻿resolution﻿and﻿30fps.﻿Each﻿row﻿in﻿the﻿original﻿
data﻿files﻿corresponds﻿to﻿a﻿particular﻿frame﻿in﻿the﻿video﻿sequence,﻿and﻿the﻿columns﻿provide﻿the﻿(x, y)﻿
Figure 2. The Workflow of Object Detection and Segmentation for Dynamic AOI Filtering an Eye Movement Processing. Raw video 
sequence is given to the object detector and object instance segmentation model. Upon defining object(s) of interest, object 
detector outputs bounding box coordinates of each object detected, whereas, object instance segmentation model outputs 
identified pixel-wise masks of AOI detected in each frame. These dynamic bounding boxes and pixel-wise masks are considered 
as dynamic AOIs. Raw eye tracking data is filtered if they fall inside the boundaries of dynamic AOIs. For the evaluation, raw video 
sequences are manually annotated using BeaverDam (Shen 2016) software to create the ground truth of dynamic AOIs. Raw eye 
tracking data is then filtered if they fall inside the boundaries of manually annotated dynamic AOIs. Finally, detected dynamic 
AOIs (bounding boxes) are evaluated using intersection over union (IoU) and mean average precision (MAP), and filtered eye 
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4.2 Dynamic AOI Detection
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Figure 3. AOI in Video Sequences. (a,b,c) Manually annotated AOIs using BeaverDam annotation tool. (d,e,f) Bounding boxes 
representing a lower level of granularity, and pixel-wise masks (shaded area) representing a higher level of granularity of dynamic 
AOI. (g,h,i) Salience of objects revealed by OpenCV’s static saliency spectral residual detector.
Figure 4. Dynamic AOI Detection. Visualization of manually annotated AOIs (blue), AOIs detected by faster R-CNN object detector 
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Table 3. Confusion matrix for eye movements evaluation
Ground Truth AOI
Falls Within Falls Outside
Predicted AOI Falls Within TP FP
Falls Outside FN TN
Table 4. Comparison of bounding box AP of Object Detectors
Method Backbone COCO Style Pascal Style
AP AP@.50 AP@.75 AP AP@.50 AP@.75
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-50-FPN 0.1812 0.3707 0.1768 0.1918 0.3926 0.1989
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-101-FPN 0.1998 0.3877 0.1985 0.2180 0.4000 0.2136
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-50-DC5 0.1406 0.3290 0.1111 0.1566 0.3238 0.1238
YOLOv3 Darknet-53-FPN 0.1269 0.3083 0.1123 0.1430 0.3123 0.1388
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Table 5. Comparison of Filtered Eye Movements of Object Detectors
Method Backbone Precision Recall Accuracy
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-50-FPN 0.648 0.717 0.644
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-101-FPN 0.646 0.713 0.645
Faster﻿R-CNN ResNet-50-DC5 0.647 0.697 0.639
YOLOv3 Darknet-53-FPN 0.637 0.717 0.641
Table 6. Percentage of eye movements filtered when using bounding boxes and pixel-wise masks as dynamic AOIs
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